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Abstract 
Evolution of radionuclides concentration in the environment and associated potential health impacts are key and 
legitimate questions for the population living around nuclear facilities. In spite of the efforts from authorities, 
public experts and operators to make this information available and understandable, mainly through Local 
Liaison Committees (LLC), the way it is usually formalized makes it difficult to meet non-expert expectations. 
In this context, the IRSN launched a pilot project in the Loire Valley to define new schemes for the displaying of 
this information. This project brings together representatives from LLCs - local elected people, trade unions and 
environmental NGOs -, experts from the IRSN - environment and radiation protection departments - and 
facilitators - CEPN and MUTADIS -. Its objectives are: 
- To identify all nuclear facilities and producers of measurements in the environment within the Valley, 
- To clearly define local population expectations regards environmental radiological survey, 
- To select adequate measurements values and presentational schemes, 
- To provide recommendations regarding the environment monitoring strategy. 
This project is also connected with the French national measurement network. Within this national network, the 
IRSN is in charge of developing a database that brings together all the results from environmental radiological 
monitoring, in order to provide all these data to the population, including elements about impacts on human 
health. This network will take advantage of the work achieved within the pilot project. 
The facilitation process mainly consisted in fostering relations of trust (notably with the preparation of detailed 
minutes of the project meetings), and supporting both local stakeholders and IRSN experts in the project 
management and the development of a common language at the crossroad between scientific and technical 
knowledge and local actors’ understanding of their own environment. This process has allowed identifying the 
local expectations regarding the radiological quality of their environment. Identified key questions deal with the 
evolution with time of radionuclides concentration in the Loire river (mainly 3H, 14C and α-emitters), the issue of 
radionuclides accumulation in sediments, radionuclides pathways from the environment to human and the 
evolution of the environmental monitoring strategy. Such a project is also an opportunity for developing a 
scientific culture among local population representatives, which is needed to understand the evolution of 
radioactivity in the environment, its causes and consequences. 
A first report bringing together all the measurements made in the Loire Valley was produced by IRSN. A second 
report, prepared by LLC representatives and IRSN with the support of the facilitators, detail and explain the 
selected measurements. 
This presentation will detail the objectives, methodology and results of this project after having presented the 
Loire Valley context. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Evolution of the civil society concerns regarding health impacts and increase of public requirement for better 
information led the French Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN), public expert in 
radiological and nuclear risks to make its work more available to the public, in particular to Local Liaison 
Committees (LLCs) around nuclear facilities. These committees bring together at the local level elected people, 
representatives of associations, trade unions, etc., plus the authorities and the nuclear facility operator. Thus, 
IRSN developed experimental expert assessment processes involving parts of civil society. 
 
It is within this frame that a pilot project known as “surveillance de la radioactivité dans l’environnement dans le 
bassin de la Loire” “Monitoring of the radioactivity in the Loire Basin environment” was launched in 2005 
jointly between the LLCs of the Loire basin and the IRSN. The aim of this project was to build up together a 
way of presenting the environmental radioactivity measurements that makes sense to the population and provides 
them with understandable monitoring tools.  
 
This project has been developed in cooperation with the National association of local liaison committees 
(ANCLI) which a partnership agreement has been signed with in 2003. 
 
 
2. A common interest 
 
The success of this pilot project was based on the common interest that all those involved saw in this action. 
Indeed, the survey of the environment around industrial installations, and nuclear facilities in particular, has long 
been one of the major concerns of the population and of ecological associations. It is also one of the basic 
missions of the IRSN which is the technical operator for the National Measurement Network, whose objective is 
to gather all environmental radioactivity measurements available in France and to make public access to this 
information easier.  
 
IRSN and ANCLI carried out an investigation in 2004 aimed at pinpointing the expectations of LLCs and the 
IRSN experts as regards the measures of releases from nuclear facilities and environmental radiological 
monitoring around nuclear facilities. This investigation emphasized the high request of the local population as 
concerns how understandable the information should be and how relevant it should be to address local concerns. 
However, our survey also concluded that even though IRSN, EDF and others issue thousands of results yearly 
around nuclear facilities, it is difficult for local people to make sense out of these results. 
 
So IRSN wished to set a “think tank” with local representatives in order to set out jointly with them what they 
wanted in terms of how the information should be presented to the population. 
 
For the LLCs, what is at stake is to have understandable information concerning environmental monitoring in 
order to make it easier for the population to gain access to these results and make their own survey in this field. 
 
 
3. A territory for the pilot project: the Loire basin 
 
When the decision was made to launch this pilot project together on the monitoring of the environment, the 
IRSN and the ANCLI chose to ask the LLCs of the Loire drainage basin if they wanted to take part, in order to 
have a more clearly-delimited territory. 
 
The drainage basin of the Loire covers a fifth of France and includes nine regions and twenty-six ‘departements’ 
(counties). Its habitats and species are of huge patrimonial value, and today conservation is a prime concern. 
This area has an international reputation. Part of it is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
 
One of the main reasons why this area is interesting for this project is that it contains several nuclear power 
plants, plus other facilities likely to release radionuclides to the environment. So the Loire is of interest in 
measuring and monitoring any historical environmental markers. 
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Figure 1: Nuclear power plants in the Loire and Vienne basins 

 
4. A step by step joint learning by the IRSN and the LLCs 
 
The first phase of the pilot project was put into action with the LLC of Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux in July 2005. The 
action consisted in presenting the results of the survey and highlighting the need for the IRSN and the national 
network to find out what the local populations expected so that the databases containing the existing 
measurements could be made accessible for the public and could meet the needs of local and country-wide 
entities. 
 
During this first phase, the IRSN presented a synthesis document listing all the information available about 
environmental radioactivity measurements of the Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux nuclear power plant [2]. The LLC in 
return expressed what it expected from the pilot project. This first feedback showed that this phase had provided 
replies to questions from the members of the LLCs, and had also helped the IRSN and the LLC to build up a 
dialogue that could be used to present environmental measurements on a territorial scale.  
 

 
 
Following this report, we decided to extend this inventory to the whole Loire basin by involving all entities that 
produce environmental radioactivity measurements [3]. The IRSN contacted the LLCs of Dampierre-en-Burly, 
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Belleville-sur-Loire and Chinon and asked them to join the project by working jointly with all the LLCs of the 
Loire basin. The LLC of Dampierre-en-Burly decided to participate, along with the LLC of Saint-Laurent-des-
eaux. A representative from the LLC of Chinon also participated in the work. 

 
The objective of the second phase of the pilot project was to work jointly, with the support of the facilitators 
(Nuclear protection evaluation center ,CEPN, and Mutadis Consultants), to draft a report that put together all the 
data that were most relevant to the expectations expressed by the LLCs and to propose a way of presenting this 
data that made the environmental radiological quality monitoring easy to understand by the population [1]. 
 
 
5. The main expectations of the LLCs 
 
The discussions allowed us to understand how a territorial approach on the scale of an area the size of the Loire 
basin made sense with regard to the expectations and concerns of the local populations. The pilot project 
intended to propose answers to the following questions: 

- Has the radioactivity in the Loire basin varied over time, in particular after the divergence of the first nuclear 
reactors constructed in the basin? If any variations are noted, what are the causes? 

- Is this radioactivity concentrated in any particular locations? 

- Is the radioactivity observed in the Loire area likely to cause impacts on the health of the surrounding 
populations? 

 
Note that if the local population attach much importance to the quality of the water of the Loire, their concern for 
vigilance as regards the quality of their environment goes much further, and includes the quality of the air, the 
quality of locally produced agricultural produce and the quality of the water provided for human consumption. 
 
The LLCs and the IRSN first decided to identify all the local organizations that produce data (county 
laboratories, associations, water boards, etc.) and IRSN draw up an exhaustive list of all existing data. Then they 
had common brainstorming sessions to select which information made sense to and answered the concerns of the 
LLC members. At the end of this listing phase, the IRSN issued a report [3] covering then the whole basin.  
 
In addition to listing all the available data, we discussed together how best to present and accompany the 
information produced within the framework of monitoring environmental radiological quality. This work led us 
to question the segmentation traditionally used to present the results of nuclear facility monitoring: the results are 
classified by radionuclides or environmental compartments or facilities; in most cases, there are no reference 
values, which makes the results difficult to judge by the local populations. 
 
The LLCs wanted the environmental monitoring results to be presented - insofar as possible – within a 
geographical context (within the Loire basin) and within a time context (using records over several tens of 
years), so that each individual can make sense of the measurements in his own way, using his own references.  
 
Above and beyond the concern about nuclear power plants, the local populations attach great importance to 
ensuring overall monitoring of all sources of radioactivity in the Loire basin. So the monitoring of radon, which 
is naturally present in the environment, is also an important issue for the members of the LLCs of the Loire 
basin, because this radionuclide contributes notably to the exposition of the public.  
 
So, LLCs and IRSN worked jointly to select, among available data, and to set-up historical records allowing to 
follow-up the more important concerns regarding environment quality from the point of view of local people. It 
was also decided that measurements will be supported by comments aimed at explaining clearly what they mean. 
 
 
6. A common report at the service of the population’s vigilance 
 
Authors of the  joint report chose to present measurements that are not exhaustive, but  selected in  view of  how 
relevant they are to  local population concerns and how clear and understandable they are to the public.  
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So the report attempts to cover all the “compartments” that attract public’s attention in a clear, easy-to-
understand manner: 

- The atmosphere, by measuring the ambient gamma dose rates and sampling radioactive particles and 
particulates 

- The radiological quality of rain water and ground water 

- The food chain, in particular with regard to milk and fish. 
 
Particular attention was also paid by the LLCs to tritium and carbon 14, because there is currently no waste 
treatment process to mitigate these substances, and all of the tritium and carbon 14 produced is released. 
 
The listing work showed that most data has been done by IRSN, consistently with its mandate. However, 
pluralism of measurements makers is essential for LLC’s members and they wish to facilitate the arrival of new 
measurements makers. 
 
Care has also been taken to produce graphs and charts easy to understand, often using breakthrough data displays 
as shown in figure 2 below, for example: 
 

 
Figure 2: Specific activity of cesium 137 detected during annual radioecological monitoring in 1994, 1999 
and 2004 (maximum values) in sediments upstream and downstream the nuclear power plants of the Loire 
drainage basin (Source: IRSN) 
 
The historical records over a long period of time such as shown in figure 3 below are also rich in details and 
showed up the following historical events, in particular: 

- The radioactive marking of the environment by nuclear testing fallout (the last Chinese explosion in 1982) is 
shown for the sixties and onwards; 

- The fallout peak from the Chernobyl accident in 1986 is also clearly visible. There is a short, high, very 
obvious peak. 
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Figure 3: Daily variations in total beta radioactivity in airborne particulates at the Chinon nuclear power 
plant (Source: IRSN) 

Thus, this method allow to situate environmental marking by the nuclear power plants within a wider range of 
radioactive sources, both artificial and natural, that contribute to the presence of radioactivity in the environment.  
 
Therefore, this report proposes a model for presenting data to the public concerning radiological monitoring. 
LLC members expressed very clear expectations in terms of how they would like data to be presented; moreover, 
often they can provide more information on the history of the nuclear facilities and any specific events that may 
have occurred over tens of years. Finally and most important, they have a vision of their territory that highlights 
the salient points of radiological monitoring of the environment in their region. The IRSN provided its know-
how in radiation protection and metrology, plus its capacity to be attentive and “translate” expectations into 
suggestions for improvements and developing technical tools that satisfy the needs of the LLCs in matters of 
environmental monitoring. 
 
Future plans are now to validate and amend this territorial data model with the other participants from the Loire 
basin, then on a nationwide level with others LLCs and on a wider scale with other participants, in particular 
associations. 
 
 
7. Conclusion  
 
The partnership between the LLCs of the Loire basin and IRSN was based on the fact that “two heads are better 
than one” as they say, in other words, the combination of know-how improved the relevance and quality of 
environmental monitoring.  
 
Working jointly in order to draw up this common report aiming to help the population vigilance combined the 
recognized competences of the IRSN with the perfect knowledge of the territory of the LLC members. If such an 
inclusive process requires time and dedicated means, its benefits for both partners are perfectly clear. This 
cooperation also helped the LLCs to develop their competence in environmental and health matters and helped 
IRSN to better understand local populations’ views and allow it to improve future presentations of its works in 
the field of environmental monitoring. 
 
Beyond environmental monitoring, one of the challenges of the future will be to build up jointly with local 
representatives a clear, easily understood dialogue that can be used to reply to the questions and concerns of the 
populations about the health impact of nuclear facilities. 

Significant activity Activity lower than detection threshold 
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